
Civil Code 5551
The facts, the fiction, and everything in between 
on the mandatory “balcony” inspections facing California.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ALLISON – Point of tonight’s presentation is not to tell you how to do your inspections. Hopefully you have already done them Tonight’s presentation is directed at: Asking you to take a step back and place the importance of what you are doing in perspective – because the safety of your members and structural integrity of your buildings is always important; Reminding you that the Exterior Elevated Element inspection program is a reserve study program … don’t let your consultants forget that;Making recommendations on consulting your lawyer if you aren’t getting what you are paying for; Addressing some important considerations when you start your reconstruction projectWe can’t talk about the EEE inspections without also talking about Fannie Mae and where we are all headed.  
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DISCLAIMER

THIS PRESENTATION DOES NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL ADVICE FOR YOUR 
COMMUNITY. PLEASE CONTACT YOUR COMMUNITY’S LEGAL COUNSEL FOR THE
SPECIFIC APPLICATION OF THIS GENERAL INFORMATION TO YOUR COMMUNITY 

ASSOCIATION



Clarifying
the 
requirements

AT LEAST EVERY NINE (9) YEARS, A CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION*, WITH THREE 
(3) OR MORE ATTACHED UNITS, THAT HAS MAINTENANCE OR REPLACEMENT 

RESPONSIBILITIES** OF ANY EXTERIOR ELEVATED ELEMENTS (EEE) THAT ARE 
SUPPORTED PARTIALLY OR FULLY BY WOOD, OR WOOD BASED MATERIALS, AND 
EXTEND BEYOND THE BUILDING’S EXTERIOR, AND ARE DESIGNED FOR HUMAN 
USE, MUST HAVE AN INSPECTION COMPLETED BY A LICENSED ARCHITECT OR A 
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER, AND RECEIVE A WRITTEN REPORT BY SAID ARCHITECT 
OR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS OF COMPLETION OF THE 

INSPECTION WHICH WILL BE KEPT ON FILE BY CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION FOR 
TWO COMPLETE NINE (9) YEAR CYCLES.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ALLISON LEAD – There will be just a few reminders of the statutory language tonight … not too many, I promise. Read statute.Important points – This applies to condo associations, not planned developments. 	The association must have maintenance, repair or replacement responsibility for the EEEThis applies only to wood based EEEs, but stay tuned on that pointLicensed architect or structural engineer … by 2025, I expect this will be amended to include civil engineersThe design professional must produce a written report … Wendy is going to talk about that a lot in a bit. The EEE must extend beyond the building exterior – the intention here was to address cantilevered structures or other structures that are not fully supported by the condominium buildingHuman use … WENDY, you get a lot of calls from managers and boards who say they live in townhomes and ask whether they need to have an inspection. What do you do? 		 *Condominium can include “townhomes”, as they are not a true classification.  Refer to gov docs – condo – if it refers to unit.  PUD if it refers to lots.  RABBIT HOLE – what if you are a townhome style PUD that acts like a condo for repair responsibilities – get an opinion letter from your atty!  Wendy – plug that CAI is doing the program this summer …. **ALSO – where does an association’s maintenance responsibility arise from – condo plan and gov docs.ALLISON … This is a very important point. Lawyers go through the hierarchy of governing documents with boards all the time, but we don’t always get into the dirty details of maps or condo plans. Boards don’t often look at their condo plans, though, unless they are physically attached to the back of your Declaration. Your condo plan takes precedence over your Declaration of CC&Rs, so if you are one of those condominium communities that tried to amend your way out of compliance by preparing a spot amendment to your Declaration of CC&Rs, please go back to your attorney and ask them whether they checked your condo plan. If your condo plan suggests that the association has responsibility for the EEEs, that also needs to be amended. I can’t emphasize this enough … because you are now in a pickle with competing documents … Another issue that just hasn’t been answered yet is: When that top balcony falls on top of a person, do you think that the association will not still be sued. If I were a personal injury lawyer, I would sue the association. You can tender it to your carrier, but oye … 



(b) The study required by this section shall at a minimum include:
(1) Identification of the major components that the 
association is obligated to repair, replace, restore, or 
maintain that, as of the date of the study, have a remaining 
useful life of less than 30 years.
(2) Identification of the probable remaining useful life of the
components identified in paragraph (1) as of the date of the 
study.
(3) An estimate of the cost of repair, replacement, restoration, 
or maintenance of the components identified in paragraph (1).
(4) An estimate of the total annual contribution necessary to 
defray the cost to repair, replace, restore, or maintain the 
components identified in paragraph (1) during and at the end 
of their useful life, after subtracting total reserve funds as of 
the date of the study.
(5) A reserve funding plan that indicates how the association 
plans to fund the contribution identified in paragraph (4) to 
meet the association’s obligation for the repair and replacement 
of all major components with an expected remaining life of 30 
years or less, not including those components that the board has
determined will not be replaced or repaired.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ALLISONAMC is a great management company and I know you all have your reserve studies. And here is a little known or appreciated fact … we literally have some of the best reserve study preparers in the entire country here in California, and one even right here in Sacramento. Our reserve study preparers are helping to frame the way the whole country handles reserve studies, particularly in light of the Fannie Mae/Freddie Mac requirements that we will talk about in a bit.  OK, what did our EEE statute do to our reserve studies? It really did not do much other than say “hey, our buildings are getting old and we need to start reserving for structural elements.” Here is the existing reserve study statute: READ ITBig problem is B(1) – the useful life of less then 30 years. If we assume a perfect deck will be good for 50 years – which is a big assumption – that means that after 20 years, somebody needs add the structure into the reserve study. What’s the reality? IT DIDN’T HAPPEN, PEOPLE! For a whole bunch of reasons …. but just think to yourself what else is older than 30 years that exists in your building that hasn’t been reserved for? Whether you want to add the structural components into the reserve study at day one – which I propose would be the easiest thing to do because the developer certainly has the plans and knows what the building components are – or at year 20, the components have to get into the study. That is how you budget long term … you don’t wait for a crisis … which is sort of what we did. Lots of communities are complaining about this and I understand, so let’s not do it again for everything else that exists in your buildings. The longer you plan for a repair, the more prepared you are to implement it. ALLISON’S RANT ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING … There are one million unhoused families in California and they are mostly coming to condominium communities near you. If condominiums are going to remain a source of affordable housing in California, we have to do a better job budgeting. How to we do that Wendy? What do we have to look at? 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WENDY LEADIs this diagram for the SF ordinances? What does “structure” refer to as opposed to waterproofing? What does the waterproofing do? It protects the structure from water and moisture damage. What does cantilevered mean? A beam or structure that is fixed or supported at one end. Great drawings because it shows many different exterior elevated elements.  Point out some important aspects of the drawing: Start with question: if we assume that all of the wood here has been exposed to weather for ten years, will the scope of the repair for the roof deck up top be the same as for the second floor exterior exit balcony? Does anyone thing that the scope of repair for the exterior exit balcony be the same as for the exterior stairs? Of course not! Each EEE is going to have a different repair, and even EEEs within the same category might have a different repairThe roof deck balcony is carrying a different structural load then the bottom balconyThe roof deck balcony also probably has a different waterproofing surfaceAs boards, you do not need to understand what the specific designed repair is, you just need to appreciate that not all EEEs are constructed equally. IMO, this is one of THE MOST IMPORTANT POINTS!Why? Different repairs have different designs. If the damage is bad and the structure needs repair, you will pay an architect for each separate design. When CAM goes out to do the rebuild, each separate design/repair is going to cost a different amount of money. Construction companies can give you bids to do the work now … that’s what many are doingBUT you need to have a separate line item in your reserve study or addendum to your reserve study that reflects the differing costs of each EEE. This might sound a little complicated, but the right team will do this for you!This community is bummed because they are also going to have to take that slope into consideration when determining the repair …. 



Randomized list, 
compiled by SE or Arch., 
if not inspecting 100%*

Inspect                            
(visually & invasively), 
typically alongside a 

qualified General 
Contractor

Photograph

Measure Document Compile & Assess

SE or Arch produces,  
stamps, and delivers 

report within 30 days.

Defining 
The
Process

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ALLISON Civil Code section 5551 states: “Prior to conducting the first visual inspection, the inspector shall generate a random list of the locations of each type of exterior elevated element. The list shall include all exterior elevated elements for which the association has maintenance or repair responsibility. The list shall be provided to the association for future use. “ We all know why now … we need to include the components in the reserve study.  The “industry” handles this requirements in different ways … some are good and some are not … Wendy, can you share your perspective on (1) generating the list, and (2) timing? WENDYGo through slide and I will chime in … 



 to have the qualified design professional (SE or Arch.) prepare the report as an 
independent party to eliminate potential conflicts of interest.  

 to have all EEEs inspected in order to ensure resident safety, ascertain remaining 
useful life, and properly plan for necessary repairs.

 to provide a roadmap for necessary repairs.

Based upon the inspector's visual inspections, further inspection, and construction and 
materials expertise, the inspector shall issue a written report containing the following 
information:
(1) The identification of the building components comprising the load-bearing 

components and associated waterproofing system.

(2) The current physical condition of the load-bearing components and associated 
waterproofing system, including whether the condition presents an immediate threat 
to the health and safety of the residents.

(3) The expected future performance and remaining useful life of the load-bearing 
components and associated waterproofing system.

(4) Recommendations for any necessary repair or replacement of the load-bearing 
components and associated waterproofing system.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ALLISON WHAT THE LAW STATES: What the law states and the language from CC 5551 subsection e will come in automatically.  READ IT .. This simply tells the design professional … hey, this is the information that the reserve study preparer needs to include the load bearing components (structure) and the associated waterproofing system in the association’s reserve study. WENDY:Once we discuss point 4, we need to click the mouse to bring in What the law intended…the three bullet points will autopopulate.Conflict of interest …. In the apartment world, we have contractors performing the inspections, writing the reports, and recommending work that may or may not need to be done. The apartment owners then have to do the work and it results in a windfall to the contractors. Not here … the design professional determines the scope and has to place the professional’s stamp and license number on the report. 



Content varies drastically.
Intent of law is very different that what is produced.

Updating reserve study
Establishing a timeline for repair projects
Obtaining engineering/scope of repairs

Is this what the law intended or a loophole?
Should we consider this in the future?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WENDYALLISON“Pre-Reports” … there was some very creative lawyering done here. Let’s send out a contractor to repair the balconies first and then generate an inspection report that states that the balconies are in great condition and don’t need any work. Awesome … you’ve handled the immediate safety issue, but you’ve done nothing about the long-term reserve funding. In fact, you’ve just cut nine years of reserving out of your reserve fund, completely circumventing the intent of the statute. WARNING: When the community has to start reserving for building structural inspections or water piping, it will not reflect fondly on that decision.  



Now, what do we do?



Funding …

• Is Your House in Order? 

• Or is Your Community 

Independently Wealth?

MORE TO COME!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ALLISON



Building a proper 
Repair Scope

• General Contractor?  
• Construction Manager?
• Engineer or Architect?

Obtaining Qualified  
Proposals

• Are your bidders occupied housing specialists?
• Do they carry the proper insurance to work on HOAs?
• Do they have similar project references?

Selecting your 
Contractor

• Bid comparison – price, time of production, insurance, warranties
• Interviews – state what is important to the community and ask the tough questions

• Consider the following:  contract exclusions, “defense, indemnity, and hold harmless provisions”, 
limitations of liability, shortened statues of limitations, change order processes.

Contracts

• Check contractor’s license
• Check Secretary of State status
• Proof of Insurance  (much more on that in a moment) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ALLISON READ THE DOWN ARROWS AND THEN WE WILL TALK 



Your Project Team
 Engineer or Architect
 General Contractor
 Construction Manager

Do You Need to Involve Your 
Lawyer? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WENDY Project TeamALLISON LawyerWhat’s your threshold for pain? It’s a real question. 



 Do You Need Occupied 
Housing Specialists? 

 Interviews
 Bid Comparisons
 Price, time of production
 Warranties
 CSLB/SOS Active? 
 Does Your Team Have 

Similar Project References?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WENDY ALLISON 



Why Would You?

 Defense, Indemnity and Hold 
Harmless Provisions

 Limitations of Liability
 Shortened Statutes of 

Limitation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ALLISON



• Does the Association need more 
coverage than the contractor offers? 

• Is the contractor asking that you obtain 
a WRAP policy? 

• If you decline to purchase a WRAP 
policy, are you covered? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ALLISON LEAD



• Do not assume that every contractor is 
insured under a standard commercial 
general liability policy and that you 
understand the coverage under the 
policy. Exclusions and Endorsements 
Exist!

• The industry is “additional insured” 
crazy. Additional insured allows you to 
make a first-party claim under the 
policy

• Cross-liability means that one insured 
party can sue another insured party 
when both parties are under the same 
policy.

• However, some policies may exclude 
certain situations—one company 
director suing another, for example, or 
lawsuits brought by a company against 
its directors.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ALLISON LEAD



NOW You Can Make the 
Decision on Your Team



Funding Options!
 Bank Loans

 Special Assessment

 Reserves

 Emergency Special Assessment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WENDY Bank Loans: Banks have requirements.  If you’ve got your Project Team ready to go, now is not the time to find out that you don’t qualify for a loan. Banks will look at property related litigationAre you on top of your collections?Do you need member approval for a bank loan? Check your governing documents! Many gov docs do not require that a secret ballot be used in these circumstances. Special Assessments: Board can impose a special assessment without membership approval in the amount of 5% of the current fiscal year’s budgeted gross expenses. If the amount is over that, then the approval requirements are set by statute – not by your governing documents. You will need a majority of a quorum of your members to vote in favor of the assessment, where the quorum requirement is 50%. Reserves Ask your reserve study preparer if any of your reserve line items can be used for the repairs. You might be surprisedEmergency Assessments



Civil Code § 5610. Emergency Assessment Requirements.

Section 5605 does not limit assessment increases necessary for emergency situations. For 
purposes of this section, an emergency situation is any one of the following:

(a) An extraordinary expense required by an order of a court.

(b) An extraordinary expense necessary to repair or maintain the common interest 
development or any part of it for which the association is responsible where a threat to 
personal safety on the property is discovered.

(c) An extraordinary expense necessary to repair or maintain the common interest 
development or any part of it for which the association is responsible that could not have 
been reasonably foreseen by the board in preparing and distributing the annual budget 
report under Section 5300. However, prior to the imposition or collection of an 
assessment under this subdivision, the board shall pass a resolution containing written 
findings as to the necessity of the extraordinary expense involved and why the expense 
was not or could not have been reasonably foreseen in the budgeting process, and the 

resolution shall be distributed to the members with the notice of assessment.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ALLISONIf you have a design professional or contractor telling you that repair work has to take place now because the EEE poses an immediate threat to the safety of the occupants, take advantage of the emergency assessment requirement.  Remember, once you impose an emergency assessment, you still have to collect on it. Even if you have four months to start the project, that in my mind, constitutes an emergency. 

https://www.davis-stirling.com/tabid/3822/Default.aspx#axzz2EPIUMPUs
https://www.davis-stirling.com/tabid/3802/Default.aspx#axzz2CgHrcBrn
https://www.davis-stirling.com/HOME/B/Board-Resolutions


Guidelines
A response to the tragedy 

of Champlain Towers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Discussion on this topic is not complete without quickly raising the issue of the Fannie Mae/Freddie Mac Guidelines. 



FANNIE MAE AND FREDDIE MAC 

W h o  i s  F a n n i e  M a e  a n d  F r e d d i e  M a c ?

S e c o n d a r y  l e n d e r  w h o s e  g o a l  i s  t o  b e  a  r e l i a b l e  s o u r c e  o f  
a f f o r d a b l e  m o r t g a g e  f i n a n c i n g
P r o v i d e s  a  s t a b l e  s o u r c e  o f  l i q u i d i t y  t o  s u p p o r t  l o w -  a n d  
m o d e r a t e - i n c o m e  m o r t g a g e  b o r r o w e r s
D o  n o t  o r i g i n a t e  m o r t g a g e  l o a n s  o r  l e n d  t o  b o r r o w e r s ,  
r a t h e r  p a c k a g e s  a n d  p u r c h a s e s  l o a n s  f r o m  l e n d e r s

O w n e r  >  L e n d e r  M o r t g a g e s  >  F M ²  P u r c h a s e s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ALLISON OR WENDY READ SLIDEWhen the towers fell, Fannie Mae panicked. It realized that it really did not know the structural condition of all of the buildings that it had invested in through the mortgages that it purchased. What did it do? It requires that the lenders obtain information regarding the structural integrity of the buildings before the lenders write a mortgage or a refi.What did the lenders do? The lenders asked the community managers to prepare opinions on the building structures. Really … quite insane. 



Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac Addendums 
to Community Association Questionnaires

Lender expectation that the questionnaire can be completed by an individual who 
serves as a community association manager

No legal requirement that a community association manager has any 
construction experience whatsoever

Questionnaire seeks information regarding the physical condition of the property

Applies to multi-family residential condominium and cooperative developments 
with 5 or more units

Based on responses, a community may be placed on an “ineligible for lending” list

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The EEE reports have satisfied Fannie Mae in many ways, but we really have to look at what is happening here. Champlain Towers was not about balconies, it was about structural framing inside the four walls of the residential and garage structure. CAI National has already put out a policy statement supporting the evaluation of condominium building structures for safety purposes and for reserve purposes. This is coming to a state near you!Learn from the EEE process, because you may be legally required to expand it in the future. And knowing what we know now, maybe you just don’t want to wait … 



How Can We Influence Change 
Before the Next Inspection 
Process? 





Thank you for your time!
aandersen@angius-terry.com

wendy@camconandpainting.com

mailto:aandersen@angius-terry.com
mailto:wendy@camconandpainting.com
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